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Snowdrop Appeal


Support our appeal to help transform eight hospital spaces in St Michael's Hospital and Weston General Hospital for families experiencing devastating pregnancy and baby loss. Read more
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Big Bristol Walk


Walk 5km around Bristol Harbourside to celebrate your local NHS, to say thanks for your care or link arms and walk in memory of someone you love. Read more
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The Big Bristol Abseil


Book your place on our next Big Bristol Abseil adventure down Bristol Royal Hospital for Children. Read more
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Bristol & Weston Hospitals Charity is the NHS charity making a difference to our hospitals in Bristol and Weston.

Together, we can do amazing things for an amazing community. Combining our efforts to bring moments of joy, comfort and hope to those that need it most.
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What we fund



We fund projects that make a real difference to patients, their families and the staff that treat them
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Supporting your hospitals



Bristol & Weston Hospitals Charity is committed to helping all ten hospitals, across Bristol city centre and Weston, go that extra mile for you and everyone who means the world to you.
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Your Impact



Your support means projects that go above and beyond what the NHS can provide become a reality.
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DONATE TO YOUR HOSPITALS



Make a one-off or regular donation to help make a difference to patient care at our Bristol and Weston hospitals.

Donate Now
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14th December, 2021



Author:
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Over 1 million

	
patients are treated each year across the ten Bristol and Weston hospitals we support


	
13,000

	
University Hospitals Bristol and Weston staff go above and beyond to care for their patients


	
£1.2 million

	
was raised in 2021/22 thanks to our amazing community













Do great things for your hospitals
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Apply for a grant

Bristol & Weston Hospitals Charity fund grants for our hospitals that make a real difference to patient care. This page contains information for NHS staff about how to apply for a grant. Read more
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Fundraise for us

There are lots of ways for you to fundraise on your own, with family and friends, or virtually to do great things to improve the health and happiness of every patient in all 10 of our hospitals. Read more
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SUPPORT US AT WORK

You and your company can get involved from fundraising events at work, sponsorship or corporate partnerships with us. Read more
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EVENTS

The Big Bristol Abseil, skydives, bake sales, 5k runs and marathons, there's something for everyone. Read more
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LEAVE A LEGACY

By leaving a gift in your will, you can change the lives of patients treated in Bristol city centre, South Bristol and Weston hospitals. Read more
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Play our Weekly Lottery

Play our lottery to be in with the chance of winning £5,000 in our seasonal superdraw or a weekly jackpot of £1,000 whilst helping bring joy and comfort to patients in our ten hospitals. Read more
















Stay up to date with greatness

Your support saves lives and we'd love to keep you up to date with our latest news, activities and appeals.
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Your donation will make a big difference to UHBW and our ten hospitals in Bristol city centre, South Bristol and Weston-super-Mare. Looking for Southmead Hospital? Don’t worry they have their own charity for North Bristol Trust. Check them out here.

Bristol & Weston Hospitals Charity is the working name for University Hospitals Bristol & Weston Charity, which is registered with the Charity Commission for England and Wales with number 1170973. It is a company limited by guarantee and registered in England and Wales with company number 10394287.

Registered office: Whitefriars, Lewins Mead, Bristol, BS1 2NT | Tel: 0117 927 7120
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